Abstract-The performance of estimating the common support for jointly sparse signals based on their projections onto lower-dimensional space is analyzed. Support recovery is formulated as a multiple-hypothesis testing problem. Both upper and lower bounds on the probability of error are derived for general measurement matrices, by using the Chernoff bound and Fano's inequality, respectively. The upper bound shows that the performance is determined by a quantity measuring the measurement matrix incoherence, while the lower bound reveals the importance of the total measurement gain. The lower bound is applied to derive the minimal number of samples needed for accurate direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation for a sparse representation based algorithm. When applied to Gaussian measurement ensembles, these bounds give necessary and sufficient conditions for a vanishing probability of error for majority realizations of the measurement matrix. Our results offer surprising insights into sparse signal recovery. For example, as far as support recovery is concerned, the well-known bound in Compressive Sensing with the Gaussian measurement matrix is generally not sufficient unless the noise level is low. Our study provides an alternative performance measure, one that is natural and important in practice, for signal recovery in Compressive Sensing and other application areas exploiting signal sparsity.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
UPPORT recovery for jointly sparse signals concerns accurately estimating the nonzero component locations shared by a set of sparse signals based on a limited number of noisy linear observations. More specifically, suppose that , or , is a sequence of jointly sparse signals (possibly under a sparsity-inducing basis instead of the canonical domain) with a common support , which is the index set indicating the nonvanishing signal coordinates. This model is the same as the joint sparsity model 2 (JSM-2) in [1] . The observation model is linear (1) In (1) , is the measurement matrix, the noisy data vector, and an additive noise. In most cases, the sparsity level and the number of observations are far less than , the dimension of the ambient space. This problem arises naturally in several signal processing areas such as Compressive Sensing [2] - [6] , source localization [7] - [10] , sparse approximation and signal denoising [11] .
Compressive Sensing [2] - [4] , a recently developed field exploiting the sparsity property of most natural signals, shows great promise to reduce signal sampling rate. In the classical setting of Compressive Sensing, only one snapshot is considered; i.e., in (1) . The goal is to recover a long vector with a small fraction of nonzero coordinates from the much shorter observation vector . Since most natural signals are compressible under some basis and are well approximated by their -sparse representations [12] , this scheme, if properly justified, will reduce the necessary sampling rate beyond the limit set by Nyquist and Shannon [5] , [6] . Surprisingly, for exact -sparse signals, if and the measurement matrix is generated randomly from, for example, a Gaussian distribution, we can recover exactly in the noise-free setting by solving a linear programming task. Besides, various methods have been designed for the noisy case [13] - [17] . Along with these algorithms, rigorous theoretic analysis is provided to guarantee their effectiveness in terms of, for example, various -norms of the estimation error for [13] - [17] . However, these results offer no guarantee that we can recover the support of a sparse signal correctly.
The accurate recovery of signal support is crucial to Compressive Sensing both in theory and in practice. Since for signal recovery it is necessary to have , signal component values can be computed by solving a least squares problem once its support is obtained. Therefore, support recovery is a stronger theoretic criterion than various -norms. In practice, the success of Compressive Sensing in a variety of applications relies on its ability for correct support recovery because the nonzero component indices usually have significant physical meanings. The support of temporally or spatially sparse signals reveals the timing or location for important events such as anomalies. The indices for nonzero coordinates in the Fourier domain indicate the harmonics existing in a signal [18] , which is critical for tasks such as spectrum sensing for cognitive radios [19] . In compressed DNA microarrays for bio-sensing, the existence of certain target agents in the tested solution is reflected by the locations of nonvanishing coordinates, while the magnitudes are determined by their concentrations [20] - [23] . For compressive radar imaging, the sparsity constraints are usually imposed on the discretized time-frequency domain. The distance and velocity of an object have a direct correspondence to its coordinate in the time-frequency domain. The magnitude determined by coefficients of reflection is of less physical significance [24] - [26] . In sparse linear regression [27] , the recovered parameter support corresponds to the few factors that explain 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE the data. In all these applications, the supports are physically more significant than the component values.
Our study of sparse support recovery is also motivated by the recent reformulation of the source localization problem as one of sparse spectrum estimation. In [7] , the authors transform the process of source localization using sensory arrays into the task of estimating the spectrum of a sparse signal by discretizing the parameter manifold. This method exhibits super-resolution in the estimation of direction of arrival (DOA) compared with traditional techniques such as beamforming [28] , Capon [29] , and MUSIC [30] , [31] . Since the basic model employed in [7] applies to several other important problems in signal processing (see [32] and references therein), the principle is readily applicable to those cases. This idea is later generalized and extended to other source localization settings in [8] - [10] . For source localization, the support of the sparse signal reveals the DOA of sources. Therefore, the recovery algorithm's ability of exact support recovery is key to the effectiveness of the method. We also note that usually multiple temporal snapshots are collected, which results in a jointly sparse signal sets as in (1) . In addition, since is the number of sensors while is the number of temporal samples, it is far more expensive to increase than . The same comments apply to several other examples in the Compressive Sensing applications discussed in the previous paragraph, especially the compressed DNA microarrays, spectrum sensing for cognitive radios, and Compressive Sensing radar imaging.
The signal recovery problem with joint sparsity constraint [33] - [36] , also termed the multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem [37] - [41] , has been considered in a line of previous works. Several algorithms, among them Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (SOMP) [34] , [37] , [40] ; convex relaxation [41] ; -minimization [38] , [39] ; and M-FOCUSS [37] , are proposed and analyzed, either numerically or theoretically. These algorithms are multiple-dimension extensions of their one-dimension counterparts. Most performance measures of the algorithms are concerned with bounds on various norms of the difference between the true signals and their estimates or their closely related variants. The performance bounds usually involve the mutual coherence between the measurement matrix and the basis matrix under which the measured signals have a jointly sparse representation. However, with joint sparsity constraints, a natural measure of performance would be the model (1) 's potential for correctly identifying the true common support, and, hence, the algorithm's ability to achieve this potential. As part of their research, Chen and Huo derived, in a noiseless setting, sufficient conditions on the uniqueness of solutions to (1) under and minimization. In [37] , Cotter et al. numerically compared the probabilities of correctly identifying the common support by basic matching pursuit, orthogonal matching pursuit, FOCUSS, and regularized FOCUSS in the multiple-measurement setting with a range of SNRs and different numbers of snapshots.
The availability of multiple temporal samples offers serval advantages to the single-sample case. As suggested by the upper bound (26) on the probability of error, increasing the number of temporal samples drives the probability of error to zero exponentially fast as long as certain condition on the inconsistency property of the measurement matrix is satisfied. The probability of error is driven to zero by scaling the SNR according to the signal dimension in [42] , which is not very natural compared with increasing the samples, however. Our results also show that under some conditions increasing temporal samples is usually equivalent to increasing the number of observations for a single snapshot. The later is generally much more expensive in practice. In addition, when there is considerable noise and the columns of the measurement matrix are normalized to one, it is necessary to have multiple temporal samples for accurate support recovery as discussed in Sections IV and V-B.
Our work has several major differences compared to related work [42] and [43] , which also analyze the performance bounds on the probability of error for support recovery using information theoretic tools. The first difference is in the way the problem is modeled: In [42] and [43] , the sparse signal is deterministic with known smallest absolute value of the nonzero components while we consider a random signal model. This leads to the second difference: We define the probability of error over the signal and noise distributions with the measurement matrix fixed; In [42] and [43] , the probability of error is taken over the noise, the Gaussian measurement matrix and the signal support. Most of the conclusions in this paper apply to general measurement matrices and we only restrict ourselves to the Gaussian measurement matrix in Section V. Therefore, although we use a similar set of theoretical tools, the exact details of applying them are quiet different. In addition, we consider a multiple measurement model while only one temporal sample is available in [42] , [43] . In particular, to get a vanishing probability of error, Aeron et al. [42] require to scale the SNR according to the signal dimension, which has a similar effect to having multiple temporal measurements in our paper. Although the first two differences make it difficult to compare corresponding results in these two papers, we will make some heuristic comments in Section V.
The contribution of our work is threefold. First, we introduce a hypothesis-testing framework to study the performance for multiple support recovery. We employ well-known tools in statistics and information theory such as the Chernoff bound and Fano's inequality to derive both upper and lower bounds on the probability of error. The upper bound we derive is for the optimal decision rule, in contrast to performance analysis for specific suboptimal reconstruction algorithms [13] - [17] . Hence, the bound can be viewed as a measure of the measurement system's ability to correctly identify the true support. Our bounds isolate important quantities that are crucial for system performance. Since our analysis is based on measurement matrices with as few assumptions as possible, the results can be used as a guidance in system design. Second, we apply these performance bounds to other more specific situations and derive necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the system parameters to guarantee a vanishing probability of error. In particular, we study necessary conditions for accurate source localization by the mechanism proposed in [7] . By restricting our attention to Gaussian measurement matrices, we derive a result parallel to those for classical Compressive Sensing [2] , [3] , namely, the number of measurements that are sufficient for signal reconstruction. Even if we adopt the probability of error as the performance criterion, we get the same bound on as in [2] , [3] . However, our result suggests that generally it is impossible to obtain the true support accurately with only one snapshot when there is considerable noise. We also obtain a necessary condition showing that the term cannot be dropped in Compressive Sensing. Last but not least, in the course of studying the performance bounds we explore the eigenvalue structure of a fundamental matrix in support recovery hypothesis testing for both general measurement matrices and the Gaussian measurement ensemble. These results are of independent interest. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the mathematical model and briefly review the fundamental ideas in hypothesis testing. Section III is devoted to the derivation of upper bounds on the probability of error for general measurement matrices. We first derive an upper bound on the probability of error for the binary support recovery problem by employing the well-known Chernoff bound in detection theory [44] and extend it to multiple support recovery. We also study the effect of noise on system performance. In Section IV, an information theoretic lower bound is given by using the Fano's inequality, and a necessary condition is shown for the DOA problem considered in [7] . We focus on the Gaussian ensemble in Section V. Necessary and sufficient conditions on system parameters for accurate support recovery are given and their implications discussed. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. NOTATIONS, MODELS, AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Notations
We first introduce some notations used throughout this paper. Suppose is a column vector. We denote by the support of , which is defined as the set of indices corresponding to the nonzero components of . For a matrix , denotes the index set of nonzero rows of . Here the underlying field can be assumed as or . We consider both real and complex cases simultaneously. For this purpose, we denote a constant or 1 for the real or complex case, respectively.
Suppose is an index set. We denote by the number of elements in . For any column vector , is the vector in formed by the components of indicated by the index set ; for any matrix , denotes the submatrix formed by picking the rows of corresponding to indices in , while is the submatrix with columns from indicated by . If and are two index sets, then , the submatrix of with rows indicated by and columns indicated by .
Transpose of a vector or matrix is denoted by while conjugate transpose by .
represents the Kronecker product of two matrices. For a vector , is the diagonal matrix with the elements of in the diagonal. The identity matrix of dimension is . The trace of matrix is given by , the determinant by , and the rank by . Though the notation for determinant is inconsistent with that for cardinality of an index set, the exact meaning can always be understood from the context.
Bold symbols are reserved for random vectors and matrices. We use to denote the probability of an event and the expectation. The underlying probability space can be inferred [46] .
B. Models
Next, we introduce our mathematical model. Suppose are jointly sparse signals with common support; that is, only a few components of are nonzero and the indices corresponding to these nonzero components are the same for all . The common support has known size . We assume that the vectors formed by the nonzero components of follow i.i.d. . The measurement model is as follows: (2) where is the measurement matrix and the measurements. The additive noise is assumed to follow i.i.d.
. Note that assuming unit variance for signals loses no generality since only the ratio of signal variance to noise variance appears in all subsequent analyses. In this sense, we view as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Let and , be defined in a similar manner. Then we write the model in the more compact matrix form (3) We start our analysis for general measurement matrix . For an arbitrary measurement matrix , if every submatrix of is nonsingular, we then call a nondegenerate measurement matrix. In this case, the corresponding linear system is said to have the Unique Representation Property (URP), the implication of which is discussed in [13] . While most of our results apply to general nondegenerate measurement matrices, we need to impose more structure on the measurement matrices in order to obtain more profound results. In particular, we will consider Gaussian measurement matrix whose elements are generated from i.i.d. . However, since our performance analysis is carried out by conditioning on a particular realization of , we still use nonbold except in Section V. The role played by the variance of is indistinguishable from that of a signal variance and hence can be combined to , the SNR, by the note in the previous paragraph. We now consider two hypothesis-testing problems. The first one is a binary support recovery problem (4) The results we obtain for binary support recovery (4) offer insight into our second problem: the multiple support recovery. In the multiple support recovery problem we choose one among distinct candidate supports of , which is a multiple-hypothesis testing problem . . .
C. Preliminaries for Hypothesis Testing
We now briefly introduce the fundamentals of hypothesis testing. The following discussion is based mainly on [44] . In a simple binary hypothesis test, the goal is to determine which of two candidate distributions is the true one that generates the data matrix (or vector) (6) There are two types of errors when one makes a choice based on the observed data . A false alarm corresponds to choosing when is true, while a miss happens by choosing when is true. The probabilities of these two types of errors are called the probability of a false alarm and the probability of a miss, which are denoted by (7) (8) respectively. Depending on whether one knows the prior probabilities and and assigns losses to errors, different criteria can be employed to derive the optimal decision rule. In this paper we adopt the probability of error with equal prior probabilities of and as the decision criterion; that is, we try to find the optimal decision rule by minimizing (9) The optimal decision rule is then given by the likelihood ratio test (10) where is the natural logarithm function. The probability of error associated with the optimal decision rule, namely, the likelihood ratio test (10) , is a measure of the best performance a system can achieve. In many cases of interest, the simple binary hypothesis testing problem (6) is derived from a signal-generation system. For example, in a digital communication system, hypotheses and correspond to the transmitter sending digit 0 and 1, respectively, and the distributions of the observed data under the hypotheses are determined by the modulation method of the system. Therefore, the minimal probability of error achieved by the likelihood ratio test is a measure of the performance of the modulation method. For the problem addressed in this paper, the minimal probability of error reflects the measurement matrix's ability to distinguish different signal supports.
The Chernoff bound [44] is a well-known tight upper bound on the probability of error. In many cases, the optimum test can be derived and implemented efficiently but an exact performance calculation is impossible. Even if such an expression can be derived, it is too complicated to be of practical use. For this reason, sometimes a simple bound turns out to be more useful in many problems of practical importance. The Chernoff bound, based on the moment generating function of the test statistic (10) , provides an easy way to compute such a bound. Define as the logarithm of the moment generating function of (11) Then the Chernoff bound states that (12) (13) and (14) where and . Note that a refined argument gives the constant 1/2 in (14) instead of 1 as obtained by direct application of (12) and (13) [44] . We use these bounds to study the performance of the support recovery problem.
We next extend to multiple-hypothesis testing the key elements of the binary hypothesis testing. The goal in a simple multiple-hypothesis testing problem is to make a choice among distributions based on the observations . . .
Using the total probability of error as a decision criterion and assuming equal prior probabilities for all hypotheses, we obtain the optimal decision rule given by (16) Application of the union bound and the Chernoff bound (14) shows that the total probability of error is bounded as follows: (17) where is the moment-generating function in the binary hypothesis testing problem for and . Hence, we obtain an upper bound for multiple-hypothesis testing from that for binary hypothesis testing.
III. UPPER BOUND ON PROBABILITY OF ERROR FOR NONDEGENERATE MEASUREMENT MATRICES
In this section, we apply the general theory for hypothesis testing, the Chernoff bound on the probability of error in particular, to the support recovery problems (4) and (5). We first study binary support recovery, which lays the foundation for the general support recovery problem.
A. Binary Support Recovery
Under model (3) and the assumptions pertaining to it, observations follow a matrix variate Gaussian distribution [45] when the true support is (18) with the probability density function (pdf) given by (19) where is the common covariance matrix for each column of . The binary support recovery problem (4) is equivalent to a linear Gaussian binary hypothesis testing problem (20) From now on, for notation simplicity we will denote by . The optimal decision rule with minimal probability of error given by the likelihood ratio test (10) reduces to (21) To analyze the performance of the likelihood ratio test (21), we first compute the log-moment-generating function of according to (11) (22) (23) where
. The computation of the exact minimizer is nontrivial and will lead to an expression of too complicated to handle. When and the columns of are not highly correlated, for example in the case of with i.i.d. elements, . We then take in the Chernoff bounds (12), (13) , and (14) . Whereas the bounds obtained in this way may not be the absolute best ones, they are still valid.
As positive definite Hermitian matrices, and can be simultaneously diagonalized by a unitary transformation. Suppose that the eigenvalues of are and . Then it is easy to show that (24) Therefore, it is necessary to count the numbers of eigenvalues of that are greater than 1, equal to 1 and less than 1, i.e., the values of and for general nondegenerate measurement matrix . We have the following theorem on the eigenvalue structure of . . The subscripts and in and are short for "intersection" and "difference," respectively. Employing the Chernoff bounds (14) and Proposition 1, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2:
If , the probability of error for the binary support recovery problem (4) is bounded by (25) where is the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of that are greater than one. Proof: According to (14) and (24) Note that and completely determine the measurement system (3) 's performance in differentiating two different signal supports. It must be larger than the constant 16 for a vanishing bound when more temporal samples are taken. Once the threshold 16 is exceeded, taking more samples will drive the probability of error to 0 exponentially fast. From numerical simulations and our results on the Gaussian measurement matrix, does not vary much when and change, as long as the elements in the measurement matrix are highly uncorrelated. 1 Therefore, quite appealing to intuition, the larger the size of the difference set between the two candidate supports, the smaller the probability of error.
B. Multiple Support Recovery
Now we are ready to use the union bound (17) to study the probability of error for the multiple support recovery problem (5) . We assume each candidate support has known cardinality , and we have such supports. Our general approach is also applicable to cases for which we have some prior information on the structure of the signal's sparsity pattern, for example the setup in model-based Compressive Sensing [47] . In these cases, we usually have supports, and a careful examination on the intersection pattern of these supports will give a better bound. However, in this paper we will not address this problem and will instead focus on the full support recovery problem with . Defining , we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1:
If and , then the probability of error for the full support recovery problem (5) with and is bounded by (26) Proof: Combining the bound in Proposition 2 and (17), we have Here depends on the supports and . For fixed , the number of supports that have a difference set with with cardinality is . Therefore, using and and the summation formula for geometric series, we obtain We make several comments here. First, depends only on the measurement matrix and the variance of noise . Compared with the results in [43] , where the bounds involve the signal, we get more insight into what quantity of the measurement matrix is important in support recovery. This information is obtained by modelling the signals as Gaussian random vectors. The quantity effectively characterizes system (3)'s ability to distinguish different supports. Clearly, is related to the restricted isometry property (RIP), which guarantees stable sparse signal recovery in Compressive Sensing [4] - [6] . We discuss the relationship between RIP and for the special case with at the end of Section III-C. However, a precise relationship for the general case is yet to be discovered.
Second, we observe that increasing the number of temporal samples plays two roles simultaneously in the measurement system. For one thing, it decreases the the threshold that must exceed for the bound (26) to hold. However, since for fixed and , increasing temporal samples can reduce the threshold only to a certain limit. For another, since the bound (26) is proportional to , the probability of error turns to 0 exponentially fast as increases, as long as is satisfied. In addition, the final bound (26) is of the same order as the probability of error when . The probability of error is dominated by the probability of error in cases for which the estimated support differs by only one index from the true support, which are the most difficult cases for the decision rule to make a choice. However, in practice we can imagine that these cases induce the least loss. Therefore, if we assign weights/costs to the errors based on , then the weighted probability of error or average cost would be much lower. For example, we can choose the costs to exponentially decrease when increases. Another possible choice of cost function is to assume zero cost when is below a certain critical number. Our results can be easily extended to these scenarios.
Finally, note that our bound (26) applies to any nondegenerate matrix. In Section V, we apply the bound to Gaussian measurement matrices. The additional structure allows us to derive more profound results on the behavior of the bound.
C. The Effect of Noise
In this subsection, we explore how the noise variance affects the probability of error, which is equivalent to analyzing the behavior of and as indicated in (25) and (26).
We now derive bounds on the eigenvalues of . The lower bound is expressed in terms of the QR decomposition of a submatrix of the measurement matrix with the noise variance isolated.
Proposition 3:
Proof: See Appendix B.
The importance of this proposition is twofold. First, by isolating the noise variance from the expression of matrix , this theorem clearly shows that when noise variance decreases to zero, the relatively large eigenvalues of will blow up, which results in increased performance in support recovery. Second, the bounds provide ways to analyze special measurement matrices, especially the Gaussian measurement ensemble discussed in Section V.
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
For support recovery problems (4) and (5) with support size , suppose ; then there exist constants that depend only on the measurement matrix such that (27) From (25) and (26) On the other hand, the upper bound on the eigenvalues of yields (30) Therefore, we have with . All other statements in the theorem follows immediately from (25) and (26) .
Corollary 1 suggests that in the limiting case where there is no noise, is sufficient to recover a -sparse signal. This fact has been observed in [4] . Our result also shows that the optimal decision rule, which is unfortunately inefficient, is robust to noise. Another extreme case is when the noise variance is very large. Then from , the bounds in (25) and (26) are approximated by and . Therefore, the convergence exponents for the bounds are proportional to the SNR in this limiting case.
The diagonal elements of , 's, have clear meanings. Since QR factorization is equivalent to the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, is the distance of the first column of to the subspace spanned by the columns of ; is the distance of the second column of to the subspace spanned by the columns of plus the first column of , and so on. Therefore, is a measure of how well the columns of can be expressed by the columns of , or, put another way, a measure of the incoherence between the columns of and . Similarly, is an indicator of the incoherence of the entire matrix of order . To relate with the incoherence, we consider the case with and . By restricting our attention to matrices with unit columns, the above discussion implies that a better bound is achieved if the minimal distance of all pairs of column vectors of matrix is maximized. Finding such a matrix is equivalent to finding a matrix with the inner product between columns as large as possible, since the distance between two unit vectors and is where is the inner product between and . For each integer , the RIP constant is defined as the smallest number such that [4] , [5] (31)
A direct computation shows that is equal to the minimum of the absolute values of the inner products between all pairs of columns of . Hence, the requirements of finding the smallest that satisfies (31) and maximizing coincide when . For general , Milenkovic et al. established a relationship between and via Geršgorin's disc theorem [49] and discussed them as well as some coding theoretic issues in Compressive Sensing context [50] .
IV. AN INFORMATION THEORETIC LOWER BOUND ON PROBABILITY OF ERROR
In this section, we derive an information theoretic lower bound on the probability of error for any decision rule in the multiple support recovery problem. The main tool is a variant of the well-known Fano's inequality [51] . In the variant, the average probability of error in a multiple-hypothesis testing problem is bounded in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [52] . Suppose that we have a random vector or matrix with possible densities . Denote the average of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between any pair of densities by (32) Then by Fano's inequality [43] , [53] , the probability of error (17) for any decision rule to identify the true density is lower bounded by (33) Since in the multiple support recovery problem (5) Therefore, we get using the mean expression for hypergeometric distribution Hence, we have Therefore, the probability of error is lower bounded by (34) We conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
For multiple support recovery problem (5) , the probability of error for any decision rule is lower bounded by (35) Each term in bound (35) has clear meanings. The Frobenius norm of measurement matrix is total gain of system (2). Since the measured signal is -sparse, only a fraction of the gain plays a role in the measurement, and its average over all possible -sparse signals is . While an increase in signal energy enlarges the distances between signals, a penalty term is introduced because we now have more signals. The term is the total uncertainty or entropy of the support variable since we impose a uniform prior on it. As long as , increasing increases both the average gain exploited by the measurement system, and the entropy of the support variable . The overall effect, quite counterintuitively, is a decrease of the lower bound in (35) . Actually, the term involving , , is approximated by an increasing function with and the binary entropy function . The reason for the decrease of the bound is that the bound only involves the effective SNR without regard to any inner structure of (e.g., the incoherence) and the effective SNR increases with . To see this, we compute the effective SNR as . If we scale down the effective SNR through increasing the noise energy by a factor of , then the bound is strictly increasing with .
The above analysis suggests that the lower bound (35) is weak as it disregards any incoherence property of the measurement matrix . For some cases, the bound reduces to (refer to Corollary 2, Theorem 3 and 4) and is less than when the noise level or is relatively large. Certainly recovering the support is not possible with fewer than measurements. The bound is loose also in the sense that when , , or the SNR is large enough the bound becomes negative, but when there is noise, perfect support recovery is generally impossible. While the original Fano's inequality (36) is tight in some cases [51] , the adoption of the average divergence (32) as an upper bound on the mutual information between the random support and the observation reduces the tightness (see the proof of [54, (33) ]). Due to the difficulty of computing and analytically, it is not clear whether a direct application of (36) results in a significantly better bound.
Despite its drawbacks, the bound (35) identifies the importance of the gain of the measurement matrix, a quantity usually ignored in, for example, Compressive Sensing. We can also draw some interesting conclusions from (35) for measurement matrices with special properties. In particular, in the following corollary, we consider measurement matrices with rows or columns normalized to one. The rows of a measurement matrix are normalized to one in sensor network scenario (SNET) where each sensor is power limited while the columns are sometimes normalized to one in Compressive Sensing (refer to [42] and references therein).
Corollary 2: In order to have a probability of error with , the number of measurements must satisfy (37) if the rows of have unit norm; and (38) if the columns of have unit norm. Note that the necessary condition (37) has the same critical quantity as the sufficient condition in Compressive Sensing. The inequality in (38) is independent of . Therefore, if the columns are normalized to have unit norm, it is necessary to have multiple temporal measurements for a vanishing probability of error. Refer to Theorem 3 and 4 and discussions following them.
In the work of [7] , each column of is the array manifold vector function evaluated at a sample of the DOA parameter. The implication of the bound (35) for optimal design is that we should construct an array whose geometry leads to maximal . However, under the narrowband signal assumption and narrowband array assumption [55] , the array manifold vector for isotropic sensor arrays always has norm [56] , which means that . Hence, in this case, the probability of error is always bounded by (39) Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
Under the narrowband signal assumption and narrowband array assumption, for an isotropic sensor array in the DOA estimation scheme proposed in [7] , in order to let the probability of error with for any decision rule, the number of measurements must satisfy the following: (40) We comment that the same lower bound applies to Fourier measurement matrix (not normalized by ) due to the same line of argument. We will not explicitly present this result in the current paper.
Since in radar and sonar applications the number of targets is usually small, our result shows that the number of samples is lower bounded by . Note that is the number of intervals we use to divide the whole range of DOA; hence, it is a measure of resolution. Therefore, the number of samples only needs to increase in the logarithm of , which is very desirable. The symmetric roles played by and are also desirable since is the number of sensors and is expensive to increase. As a consequence, we simply increase the number of samples to achieve a desired probability of error. In addition, unlike the upper bound of Theorem 1, we do not need to assume that in Theorem 2 and 3. Actually, Malioutov et al. made the empirical observation that -SVD technique can resolve sources if they are well separated [7] . Theorem 3 still applies to this extreme case.
Analysis of support recovery problem with measurement matrix obtained from sampling a manifold has considerable complexity compared with the Gaussian case. For example, it presents significant challenge to estimate in the DOA problem except for a few special cases that we discuss in [57] . As aforementioned, unlike the Gaussian case, for uniform linear arrays varies greatly with and . Therefore, even if we can compute , replacing it with in the upper bound of Theorem 1 would lead to a very loose bound. On the other hand, the lower bound of Theorem 2 only involves the Frobenius norm of the measurement matrix, so we apply it to the DOA problem effortlessly. However, the lower bound is weak as it does not exploit any inner structure of the measurement matrix.
Donoho et al. considered the recovery of a "sparse" wide-band signal from narrow-band measurements [58] , [59] , a problem with essentially the same mathematical structure when we sample the array manifold uniformly in the wave number domain instead of the DOA domain. It was found that the spectral norm of the product of the band-limiting and time-limiting operators is crucial to stable signal recovery measured by the norm. In [58] , Donoho and Stark bounded the spectral norm using the Frobenius norm, which leads to the well-known uncertainty principle. The authors commented that the uncertainty principle condition demands an extreme degree of sparsity for the signal. However, this condition can be relaxed if the signal support are widely scattered. In [7] , Malioutov et al. also observed from numerical simulations that the -SVD algorithm performs much better when the sources are well separated than when they are located close together. In particular, they observed that presence of bias is mitigated greatly when sources are far apart. Donoho and Logan [59] explored the effect of the scattering of the signal support by using the "analytic principle of the large sieve." They bounded the spectral norm for the limiting operator by the maximum Nyquist density, a quantity that measures the degree of scattering of the signal support. We expect that our results can be improved in a similar manner. The challenges include using support recovery as a performance measure, incorporating multiple measurements, as well as developing the whole theory within a probabilistic framework.
V. SUPPORT RECOVERY FOR THE GAUSSIAN MEASUREMENT ENSEMBLE
In this section, we refine our results in previous sections from general nondegenerate measurement matrices to the Gaussian ensemble. Unless otherwise specified, we always assume that the elements in a measurement matrix are i.i.d. samples from unit variance real or complex Gaussian distributions. The Gaussian measurement ensemble is widely used and studied in Compressive Sensing [2] - [6] . The additional structure and the theoretical tools available enable us to derive deeper results in this case. In this section, we assume general scaling of . We do not find in our results a clear distinction between the regime of sublinear sparsity and the regime of linear sparsity as the one discussed in [43] .
We first show two corollaries on the eigenvalue structure for the Gaussian measurement ensemble. Then we derive sufficient and necessary conditions in terms of and for the system to have a vanishing probability of error.
A. Eigenvalue Structure for a Gaussian Measurement Matrix
First, we observe that a Gaussian measurement matrix is nondegenerate with probability one, since any random vectors from with positive definite are linearly independent with probability one (refer to [45, Theorem 3.2.1]). As a consequence, we have the following.
Corollary 3: For Gaussian measurement matrix , let , , , . If , then with probability one, eigenvalues of matrix are greater than 1, less than 1, and equal to 1. We refine Proposition 3 based on the well-known QR factorization for Gaussian matrices [45] , [60] .
Corollary 4: With the same notations as in Corollary 3, then with probability one, we have: 1) if , then the sorted eigenvalues of that are greater than 1 are lower bounded by the corresponding ones of , where the elements of satisfy 2) the eigenvalues of are upper bounded by the corresponding eigenvalues of ; in particular, the sorted eigenvalues of that are greater than 1 are upper bounded by the corresponding ones of . Now with the distributions on the elements of the bounding matrices, we can give sharp estimate on . In particular, we have the following proposition. The proof then reduces to the computation of two expectations, one of which is trivial Next, the independence of the 's and the convexity of exponential functions together with Jensen's inequality yield
Since
, the expectation of logarithm is , where is the digamma function. Note that is increasing and satisfies . Therefore, we have
The expected value of the critical quantity lies between and , linearly proportional to . Note that in conventional Compressive Sensing, the variance of the elements of is usually taken to be , which is equivalent to scaling the noise variance to in our model. The resultant is then centered between and .
B. Necessary Condition
One fundamental problem in Compressive Sensing is how many samples should the system take to guarantee a stable reconstruction. Although many sufficient conditions are available, nontrivial necessary conditions are rare. Besides, in previous works, stable reconstruction has been measured in the sense of norms between the reconstructed signal and the true signal. In this section, we derive two necessary conditions on and in terms of and in order to guarantee respectively that, first, turns to zero and, second, for majority realizations of , the probability of error vanishes. More precisely, we have the following theorem. 
and a necessary condition of is
Proof: Equation (35) and give (45) Hence, entails (41) and (42). Denote by the event ; then and we have Therefore, from the first part of the theorem, we obtain (43) and (44) .
We compare our results with those of [43] and [42] . As we mentioned in the introduction, the differences in problem modeling and the definition of the probability of error make a direct comparison difficult. We first note that [43, Theorem 2 ] is established for the restricted problem where it is known a priori that all nonzero components in the sparse signal are equal. Because the set of signal realizations with equal nonzero components is a rare event in our signal model, it is not fitting to compare our result with the corresponding one in [43] by computing the distribution of the smallest on-support element, e.g., the expectation. Actually, the square of the smallest on-support element for the restricted problem, (or in [42] ), is equivalent to the signal variance in our model: both are measures of the signal energy. If we take into account the noise variance and replace (or in [42] ) with , the necessary conditions in these papers coincide with ours when only one temporal sample is available. Our result shows that as far as support recovery is concerned, one cannot avoid the term when only given one temporal sample. Worse, for conventional Compressive Sensing with a measurement matrix generated from a Gaussian random variable with variance , the necessary condition becomes which is independent of . Therefore, when there is considerable noise ( ) , it is impossible to have a vanishing no matter how large an one takes. Basically this situation arises because while taking more samples, one scales down the measurement gains , which effectively reduces the SNR and thus is not helpful in support recovery. As discussed, after Theorem 3,  is the uncertainty of the support variable , and actually comes from it. Therefore, it is no surprise that the number of samples is determined by this quantity and cannot be made independent of it.
C. Sufficient Condition
We derive a sufficient condition in parallel with sufficient conditions in Compressive Sensing. In Compressive Sensing, when only one temporal sample is available, is enough for stable signal reconstruction for the majority of the realizations of measurement matrix from a Gaussian ensemble with variance . As shown in the previous subsection, if we take the probability of error for support recovery as a performance measure, it is impossible in this case to recover the support with a vanishing probability of error unless the noise is small. Therefore, we consider a Gaussian ensemble with unit variance. We first establish a lemma to estimate the lower tail of the distribution for . We have shown that the lies between and . When is much less than , we expect that decays quickly. More specifically, we have the following large deviation lemma:
. Then there exists constant such that for sufficiently large, we have
This large deviation lemma together with the union bound yield the following sufficient condition for support recovery.
Theorem 5: Suppose that (46) and (47) Then given any realization of measurement matrix from a Gaussian ensemble, the optimal decision rule (16) for multiple support recovery problem (5) has a vanishing with probability turning to one. In particular, if and (48) then the probability of error turns to zero as turns to infinity. We now consider several special cases and explore the implications of the sufficient conditions. The discussions are heuristic in nature and their validity requires further checking.
If we set , then we need to be much greater than to guarantee a vanishing probability . This restriction suggests that even if we have more observations than the original signal length , in which case we can obtain the original sparse signal by solving a least squares problem, we still might not be able to get the correct support because of the noise, as long as is not sufficiently large compared to . We discussed in the introduction that for many applications, the support of a signal has significant physical implications and its correct recovery is of crucial importance. Therefore, without multiple temporal samples and with moderate noise, the scheme proposed by Compressive Sensing is questionable as far as support recovery is concerned. Worse, if we set the variance for the elements in to be as in Compressive Sensing, which is equivalent to replacing with , even increasing the number of temporal samples will not improve the probability of error significantly unless the noise variance is very small. Hence, using support recovery as a criterion, one cannot expect the Compressive Sensing scheme to work very well in the low SNR case. This conclusion is not a surprise, since we reduce the number of samples to achieve compression.
Another special case is when . In this case, the sufficient condition becomes and Now the number of total samples should satisfy while the necessary condition states that The smallest gap between the necessary condition and sufficient condition is achieved when . From a denoising perspective, Fletcher et al. [61] upper bounded and approximated the probability of error for support recovery averaged over the Gaussian ensemble. The bound and its approximation are applicable only to the special case with and involve complex integrals. The authors obtained a useful SNR threshold as a function of and through the analytical bound. Note that our bounds are valid for general and have a simple form. Besides, most of our derivation is conditioned on a realization of the Gaussian measurement ensemble. The conditioning makes more sense than averaging because in practice we usually make observations with fixed sensing matrix and varying signals and noise. The result of Theorem 5 also exhibits several interesting properties in the general case. Compared with the necessary condition (43) and (44), the asymmetry in the sufficient condition is even more desirable in most cases because of the asymmetric cost associated with sensors and temporal samples. Once the threshold of is exceeded, we can achieve a desired probability of error by taking more temporal samples. If we were concerned only with the total number of samples, we would minimize subject to the constraints (46) and (47) to achieve a given level of probability of error. However, in applications for which timing is important, one has to increase the number of sensors to reduce to a certain limit. The sufficient condition (46) , (47) , and (48) is separable in the following sense. We observe from the proof that the requirement is used only to guarantee that the randomly generated measurement matrix is a good one in the sense that its incoherence is sufficiently large, as in the case of Compressive Sensing. It is in Lemma 1 that we use the Gaussian ensemble assumption. If another deterministic construction procedure (for attempts in this direction, see [62] ) or random distribution give measurement matrix with better incoherence , it would be possible to reduce the orders for both and .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulated the support recovery problems for jointly sparse signals as binary and multiple-hypothesis testings. Adopting the probability of error as the performance criterion, the optimal decision rules are given by the likelihood ratio test and the maximum a posteriori probability estimator. The latter reduces to the maximum likelihood estimator when equal prior probabilities are assigned to the supports. We then employed the Chernoff bound and Fano's inequality to derive bounds on the probability of error. We discussed the implications of these bounds at the end of Sections III-B, III-C, IV, V-B and V-C, in particular when they are applied to the DOA estimation problem considered in [7] and Compressive Sensing with a Gaussian measurement ensemble. We derived sufficient and necessary conditions for Compressive Sensing using Gaussian measurement matrices to achieve a vanishing probability of error in both the mean and large probability senses. These conditions show the necessity of considering multiple temporal samples. The symmetric and asymmetric roles played by the spatial and temporal samples and their implications in system design were discussed. For Compressive Sensing, we demonstrated that it is impossible to obtain accurate signal support with only one temporal sample if the variance for the Gaussian measurement matrix scales with and there is considerable noise.
This research on support recovery for jointly sparse signals is far from complete. Several questions remain to be answered.
First, we notice an obvious gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions even in the simplest case with . Better techniques need to be introduced to refine the results. Second, as in the case for RIP, computation of the quantity for an arbitrary measurement matrix is extremely difficult. Although we derive large derivation bounds on and compute the expected value for for the Gaussian ensemble, its behaviors in both the general and Gaussian cases require further study. Its relationship with RIP also needs to be clarified. Finally, our lower bound derived from Fano's inequality identifies only the effect of the total gain. The effect of the measurement matrix's incoherence is elusive. The answers to these questions will enhance our understanding of the measurement mechanism (2 Recall that from the definition of eigenvalues, the nonzero eigenvalues of and are the same for any matrices and . Since we are interested only in the eigenvalues, a cyclic permutation in the matrix product on the previous inequality's right-hand side gives us Until now we have shown that the sorted eigenvalues of are less than the corresponding ones of . The nonzero eigenvalues of are the same as the nonzero eigenvalues of . Using the same fact again, we conclude that the nonzero eigenvalues of are the same as the nonzero eigenvalues of . Therefore, we obtain that In particular, the eigenvalues of that are greater than 1 are upper bounded by the corresponding ones of if they are both sorted ascendantly. Hence, we get that the eigenvalues of that are greater than 1 are less than those of . Therefore, the conclusion of the second part of the theorem holds. We comment here that usually it is not true that
Only the inequality on eigenvalues holds. 
